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Cost | Definition of Cost by Merriam-Webster The cleanup will cost an estimated $260,000 , according to the city. â€” Brian Slodysko, Houston Chronicle, "Pence
family gas stations left costly environmental legacy," 13 July 2018 The cleanup will cost an estimated $260,000 , according to the city. Cost - definition of cost by
The Free Dictionary cost (kÃ´st) n. 1. An amount paid or required in payment for a purchase; a price. 2. The expenditure of something, such as time or labor,
necessary for the attainment of a goal: "Freedom to advocate unpopular causes does not require that such advocacy be without cost" (Milton Friedman). 3. costs Law
Charges incurred in bringing litigation, including. At the cost of definition and meaning | Collins English ... Definition of at the cost of from the Collins English
Dictionary Phrasal verbs A phrasal verb is a type of verb that is created when a main verb is combined with either: an adverb, take off give in blow up break in a
preposition, get at (someone) pick on (weaker ch.

Cost | Define Cost at Dictionary.com costs, Law. money allowed to a successful party in a lawsuit in compensation for legal expenses incurred, chargeable to the
unsuccessful party. money due to a court or one of its officers for services in a cause. Cost - Wikipedia Social costs are the sum of private costs and external costs.
For example, the manufacturing cost of a car (i.e., the costs of buying inputs, land tax rates for the car plant, overhead costs of running the plant and labor costs)
reflects the private cost for the manufacturer (in some ways, normal profit can also be seen as a cost of production; see, e.g., Ison and Wall, 2007, p. 181. Cost of
Living Comparison Tell us your current city, where you'd like to move and enter a salary amount. We'll provide a cost of living comparison. The comparison includes
food, housing, utilities, transportation and health cost of living numbers.

How To Calculate Cost of Goods Sold - thebalancesmb.com Cost of goods sold is a calculation of all the costs involved in selling a product. Calculating cost of goods
sold for products you manufacture or sell can be complicated, depending on the number of products and the complexity of the manufacturing process.
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